Study Highlights**WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?**☑ Preexposure prophylaxis using tenofovir, with or without emtricitabine, may reduce HIV infection.• **WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?**☑ How do molecular parameters, pharmacokinetics, virus dynamics, mode of transmission, transmitter virus loads, and risk behavior influence PrEP‐efficacy endpoints against wildtype and resistant viruses? Are other NRTIs suitable?• **WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE**☑ We present a modular systems pharmacology modeling pipeline for NRTIs, predicting their effect at the scale of reverse transcription *ε*, target‐cell infection *η*, and PrEP efficacy after a single *ψ* and repeated viral exposure *ω~T~*. Novel aspects include the mechanistic multiscale integration of these efficacy endpoints, novel infection, and exposure models (modules III--IV) and the ability to simulate clinical trials (module V).• **HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS**☑ PK‐PD studies for PrEP are unethical, leaving a knowledge gap when designing phase III studies. Our framework provides guidance by identifying pharmacological requirements for PrEP candidates and strategies and may help planning and evaluating clinical trials.

Despite intensive research, HIV cannot be cured to date,[1](#psp412095-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} necessitating life‐long treatment of infected individuals to contain the virus and prevent immunodeficiency. At the same time the HIV epidemic continues to spread, with ∼2.1 million new infections in 2014.[2](#psp412095-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} While an effective vaccine remains to be developed[3](#psp412095-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} a current way forward lies in the repurposing of existing antiviral drugs to prevent transmission, or to develop novel compounds for that purpose.[4](#psp412095-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Two strategies have been proposed in this context: Treatment‐as‐prevention (TasP) involves therapy initiation shortly after infection.[5](#psp412095-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} As a consequence, the treated individuals\' virus load decreases, which also decreases the contagiousness originating from this individual.[6](#psp412095-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#psp412095-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} A recent study,[8](#psp412095-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} however, indicates that onwards transmission may occur very soon after infection, when individuals are unaware of their serologic status and consequently have not yet initiated TasP, which potentially limits its epidemiologic impact.Preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) involves antiviral drug administration to uninfected individuals at risk of acquiring HIV infection.[9](#psp412095-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Early studies have investigated chronic administration of the nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI) tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) alone or in combination with emtricitabine (FTC), with variable outcomes.[10](#psp412095-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Recent studies also investigated PrEP "on demand," i.e., PrEP administered shortly before or around viral exposure.[23](#psp412095-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

The goal of this work is to develop an integrated mechanistic modeling pipeline to determine PrEP efficacy of NRTIs, integrating pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD), as well as parameters related to the mode and timing of viral challenge. The pipeline has a building block structure and different parts can be used to assess the PrEP efficacy of other drug classes as well.

NRTIs are administered as prodrugs, which are taken up by target cells and successively phosphorylated by cellular kinases. Their tri‐phosphorylated moieties compete with endogenous nucleotides for incorporation into nascent proviral DNA during reverse transcription,[12](#psp412095-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} effectively halting the process and thus preventing target cell infection. The uptake and intracellular activation of these compounds causes an asynchrony between plasma prodrug concentrations and the concentrations of the active (triphosphorylated) moiety at the target‐site, so that prodrug plasma pharmacokinetics poorly predicts their efficacy.[13](#psp412095-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, due to the competitive mode of inhibition, NRTI efficacy can be target‐cell‐dependent.[14](#psp412095-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#psp412095-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} While only some of these issues are addressed by most modeling efforts,[11](#psp412095-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#psp412095-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} we have recently developed and validated a molecular mechanism of action (MMOA) model[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} for this inhibitor class, allowing to determine the compounds\' effect on reverse transcription *ε* and target cell infection *η*. Moreover, we developed pharmacokinetic models linking prodrug administration with effect‐site concentrations for the NRTIs TDF,[18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} FTC and 3TC.[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In this work, we link the MMOA model with pharmacokinetic models, which allows exploring the impact of pharmacokinetic attributes, as well as pharmacodynamic parameters, including drug resistance, on drug efficacy. We will then take this approach one step further, by extending the framework to assess the inhibitors\' potential for repurposing as PrEP compounds, estimating the compounds\' effect on preventing systemic infection *ψ* after a single exposure with *n* viruses. The latter allows assessing different PrEP schemes (e.g., chronic administration vs. "on demand"). In a last step, to assess the epidemiologic impact of these compounds, we derive a statistical model linking transmitter virology with virus exposure in the individual at risk for different modes of transmission. We then estimate the long‐term efficacy of PrEP *ω~T~* after repeated viral challenges, akin to a clinical study. The final framework is readily integrable into epidemiologic models aiming to assess PrEP or TasP or both. All intermediate steps of this pipeline have been validated with available data.

METHODS {#psp412095-sec-0002}
=======

Pharmacokinetics {#psp412095-sec-0003}
----------------

We will use previously developed models for TDF, FTC, and 3TC, which link oral prodrug application with intracellular tri‐phosphate pharmacokinetics.[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In brief, the plasma pharmacokinetics of their dominant circulating forms (tenofovir (TFV), FTC, and 3TC) are best described by a two‐compartment model with first‐order absorption. Intracellular uptake and phosphorylation was described by Michaelis‐Menten‐type saturable kinetics and elimination was modeled by first‐order kinetics. Details and parameterizations can be found in **Supplementary Note 1**.

We chose to predict average patients\' pharmacokinetic profiles, but extensions to virtual patient populations from Pop‐PK models are straightforward. For the modeled NRTI combinations, we assume no pharmacokinetic interaction at the level of intracellularly active NRTI‐triphosphates (NRTI‐TP), but extensions are possible.[19](#psp412095-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Molecular mechanism of action {#psp412095-sec-0004}
-----------------------------

We will utilize a previously developed[15](#psp412095-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} and validated[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} MMOA model for NRTIs, which explicitly considers reverse transcriptase (RT)‐mediated polymerization of nascent viral DNA. NRTI‐TPs interfere with polymerization by competing with endogenous nucleotides for incorporation into viral DNA. For as long as they are integrated in the primer, they halt the RT process, which allows the cell to eliminate crucial viral components intracellularly, reducing the virus\' chance to infect the cell by integrating its proviral DNA. The MMOA model takes *in vitro* measurable microkinetic parameters as input (binding affinity, maximum catalytic rate, excision efficacy) and computes the inhibition of reverse transcription *ε*. This measure is subsequently converted into inhibition of target‐cell infection *η* following a challenge by a single virus, with corresponding $\text{IC}_{50}$. The MMOA model, including its parametrization is exemplified in **Supplementary Note 2**.

For NRTI combinations, we assume that the presence of one NRTIs does not affect the microkinetic parameters of the respective other NRTI. The MMOA model readily allows assessing combinatorial effects and this is outlined in **Supplementary Note 2**.

Probability of infection after challenge with *n* viruses {#psp412095-sec-0005}
---------------------------------------------------------

After virus exposure during, e.g., intercourse, viruses need to overcome several physiological barriers to reach a target‐cell environment. Assuming *n* viruses reach an immediate target‐cell environment, the probability of infection is given by: $$\left. P(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = n) = 1 - \left. (1 - P(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = 1)) \right.^{n},\,(\text{assuming}~\text{statistical}~\text{independence}) \right.$$where $\left. P(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = 1) \right.$ and $\left. P(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = n) \right.$ are the probabilities of establishing infection if 1 or $n = 0,\ldots,\infty$ virus(es) reach a target‐cell environment, respectively. Thus, 1) the number of viruses reaching a target‐cell environment *n* (next section) and 2) the infection probability given a single virus (this section) need to be appropriately modeled.

Typically, HIV produces ≈1,000 daughter viruses for each virus completing its replication cycle, making its subsequent extinction unlikely. Consequently, for all cases considered here the probability of the virus completing its first replication cycle provides a good approximation for the probability of establishing infection (see Discussion for limitation). To compute the infection probability, we used two different mathematical approaches, based on the chemical master equation (CME), and a branching process, which delivers an analytical solution of the CME for $\left. t\rightarrow\infty \right.$.

The CME can be directly derived from an established viral dynamics model[25](#psp412095-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} and is detailed in **Supplementary Note 3**. The probability of target‐cell infection in the presence of NRTIs *η* is an integral part of this CME, providing a link to the MMOA model.

We used the CME, whenever the effect of NRTIs change on the time‐scale of interest, i.e., to simulate the effect of NRTIs shortly after initiation of prophylaxis ("PrEP on demand"). When the concentrations of NRTI‐TPs are almost constant over time (e.g., "chronic administration") the branching process is sufficient.

PrEP efficacy {#psp412095-sec-0006}
-------------

The efficacy of PrEP $\varphi$, defined as the reduction of infection *per challenge* with $i = 1,\cdots,\infty$ viruses (e.g., after coitus with an infected individual) is then readily computed by: $$\varphi = 1 - \frac{\left. P_{S}(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = i) \right.}{\left. P_{\varnothing}(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = i) \right.}\quad.$$

Here, $\left. P_{S}(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = i) \right.$ and $\left. P_{\varnothing}(\text{inf} \middle| V_{0} = i) \right.$ denote the infection probabilities after exposure to $i = 1,\ldots,\infty$ viruses when a PrEP strategy *S* was applied vs. PrEP was not applied $\varnothing$. The PrEP efficacy per typical exposure *ψ* is then defined by: $$\left. \psi = 1 - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{\infty}P}(V_{0} = i \middle| n > 0)(1 - \varphi) \right.$$which is $\approx \left( {1 - {\overline{P}}_{S}(\inf)/{\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)} \right)$, where ${\overline{P}}_{S/\varnothing}(\inf)$ denote the infection probabilities for a *typical* exposure during coitus. In the equation above, $\left. P(V_{0} = i \middle| n > 0) = P(V_{0} = i)/(1 - P(V_{0} = 0)) \right.$ is the conditional probability that $i = 1,\ldots,\infty$ viruses reach a target‐site compartment after exposure (e.g., coitus) among all cases where there was an actual exposure that could have led to infection ( $n > 0$ viruses reach a replication‐relevant compartment). The exposure probabilities are detailed next and in **Supplementary Note 4**.

Viral exposure module {#psp412095-sec-0007}
---------------------

The infection probability after coitus is strongly correlated with the donor viral load.[6](#psp412095-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} This correlation is likely attributed to an increased number of transmitted viruses in high viral load donors. While there is strong evidence that only very few founder viruses establish infection,[21](#psp412095-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} the distribution of the number of transmitted viruses and its dependence on the donor viral load is unclear. Here, we propose a model to bridge the donor viral load with the distribution of transmitted viruses in the recipient.

We assume that the number of viruses transmitted and reaching a target‐cell environment *n* is a binomially distributed random variable, parameterized by the donor viral load. The probability of transmitting exactly *n* viruses to the recipient when the viral load in the donor is *k* is then given by: $$\left. P(V_{0} = n \middle| \text{VL} = k) = \begin{pmatrix}
\left| \middle| k^{m} \middle| \right| \\
n \\
\end{pmatrix} \cdot r^{n} \cdot {(1 - r)}^{(||k^{m}|| - n)} \right.$$where *m* is an exponent of the viral load $\left. k,\, \middle| \middle| \cdot \middle| \right|$ is the next integer function, and $r$ is the success probability. The parametrization and model derivations are outlined in **Supplementary Note 4**. From here, $P(V_{0} = n)$, can be computed (it is needed in Eq. [(3)](#psp412095-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}), i.e., $\left. P(V_{0} = n) = {\int_{k = 0}^{\infty}P}(\text{VL} = k) \cdot P(V_{0} = n \middle| \text{VL} = k) \right.$, as shown in **Figure** [2](#psp412095-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.

Efficacy against repeated viral challenges {#psp412095-sec-0008}
------------------------------------------

Up to now, we assessed PrEP efficacy per exposure *ψ*. However, clinical trials report the ratio of incidence rates in the treated and placebo arms as a measure of efficacy[5](#psp412095-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#psp412095-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#psp412095-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#psp412095-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} (see also **Supplementary Note 5** for derivations). The latter may be a consequence of an individual being repeatedly exposed, and subject to, e.g., risk behavior and trial follow‐up duration making this estimate poorly comparable between trials. The relation between *average* PrEP efficacy (per challenge) *ψ* and clinical trial efficacy *ω~T~* is given by: $$(1 - \omega_{T}) = \frac{1 - {({1 - {\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf) \cdot (1 - \psi)})}^{T \cdot N_{S}}}{1 - {({1 - {\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)})}^{T \cdot N_{\varnothing}}},$$where $N_{S}$ and $N_{\varnothing}$ denote the number of unprotected sex acts with an infected individual in the PrEP arm *S* and the placebo arm $\varnothing$ per person per month, respectively, and *T* denotes the trial duration in months. ${\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)$ denotes the probability (frequency) of infection in the placebo arm per challenge and *ω~T~* denotes the estimated PrEP efficacy from the incidence rates in a clinical trial of duration *T*.

Software {#psp412095-sec-0009}
--------

We used MatLab R2015a (MathWorks, Natick, MA; v. 8.5, including optimization and bioinformatics toolbox) and R (v. 3.1.2, Vienna, Austria) for modeling and simulation. Sample codes are provided as Online Supplementary Materials.

RESULTS {#psp412095-sec-0010}
=======

Modular modeling framework {#psp412095-sec-0011}
--------------------------

We have constructed a modular pipeline to assess the efficacy of different NRTIs in prophylactic regimen. The pipeline (**Figure** [1](#psp412095-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) consists of five modules that can be combined, depending on the scientific question. Pharmacokinetic models (module I) for the NRTIs TDF, FTC, and 3TC, linking oral drug administration with the pharmacokinetics of the active intracellular moiety (TFV‐DP, FTC‐TP, and 3TC‐TP), have been developed previously,[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} allowing to assess different dosing schedules, adherence, etc. The intracellular concentrations can be coupled to an MMOA model[15](#psp412095-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} (module II), which enables quantifying the effect of NRTIs, alone and in combination, on target cell infection *η*, for wildtype and mutant viruses, after exposure to a single virion as exemplified in **Supplementary Note 2**. A previously developed viral replication model[25](#psp412095-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} (module III), that has also been shown to be predictive in[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#psp412095-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} can then be used to predict the infection probability, given an exposure to *n* viruses during, e.g., coitus with an infected person. The latter can be used to assess PrEP efficacy *ψ per coitus* (see Eq. [(3)](#psp412095-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Module IV simulates viral exposure, depending on the transmitter viral load. The derivation of module IV and its parametrization are elaborated in **Supplementary Note 4** and the next section. Module V assesses the long‐term efficacy of PrEP. That is, after repeated viral challenges, akin to a clinical trial.

![Modular modeling framework. The virus replication model (module III) can be used to compute the probability of infection of an exposed person after viral challenge, given a particular drug inhibition (input from module II) and viral exposure (input from module IV). Model details are elaborated in **Supplementary Note 3**. Module IV represents a statistical model of the relation between the viral load in a transmitter, the mode of transmission (e.g., homosexual contact) and the number of viruses entering a target cell compartment in the exposed person. It is derived in **Supplementary Note 4**, where the parametrization is also given. The mechanisms of action model (MMOA) provides the link between intracellular NRTI‐TP concentrations, target process inhibition *ε* (reverse transcriptase‐mediated polymerization), and inhibition of target cell infection *η*. It can be used to quantify effects of all currently approved NRTIs and NRTI combinations, including inhibition of mutant viruses; see **Supplementary Note 2** for details and model parameters. Pharmacokinetic models (module I), which establish the link between prodrug administration and intracellularly active NRTI‐TPs have been developed for TDF, FTC, and 3TC and allow to evaluate different PrEP strategies (e.g., dosing regimen), related to these compounds (summarized in **Supplementary Note 1**). Finally, module V can be used to assess the efficacy of PrEP strategies in preventing infection after multiple viral challenges *ω~T~*, akin to clinical trials (see **Supplementary Note 5** for derivations).](PSP4-5-377-g001){#psp412095-fig-0001}

Mode of transmission and viral exposure {#psp412095-sec-0012}
---------------------------------------

We analyzed virus load data from the German Sero‐converter cohort, which is a nationwide, multicenter, open, prospective long‐term observational cohort initiated in 1997.[8](#psp412095-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#psp412095-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} We restricted the analysis to untreated individuals with a known seroconversion‐date and risk group (*N* = 1,213). We found this data source particularly relevant, since viral load data from both early as well as chronic infection is included (median duration of infection: 18 weeks, IQR: 3--42 weeks), acknowledging that HIV‐1 onwards transmission may preferentially occur rather shortly after infection.[8](#psp412095-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} The viral load in this cohort was log‐normal distributed, with mean $\mu_{\text{log}_{10}\text{VL}} = 4.51$ and $\sigma = 0.98$ (see **Figure** [2](#psp412095-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **a**), in agreement with other studies.[28](#psp412095-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

![Virus exposure model (module IV). **a**: Virus load distribution ( ${\log}_{10}$ scale) in a representative transmitter population (German Sero‐converter study[8](#psp412095-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#psp412095-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). **b**: Estimated distribution of virus exposure in a target cell environment *n* following unprotected hetero‐ and homosexual intercourse (blue and orange bars) with an infected individual. Inset: Probability that $\geq 1$ virus enters a replication‐relevant compartment. Derivations are provided in **Supplementary Note 4**.](PSP4-5-377-g002){#psp412095-fig-0002}

**Figure** [2](#psp412095-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **b** shows the probability distribution of viral exposure following hetero‐ and homosexual intercourse, which was computed by combining data depicted in **Figure** [2](#psp412095-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **a** with Eq. [(4)](#psp412095-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Note that in the majority of cases no virus enters a replication compartment and subsequently infection will not occur, whereas a few viruses (one to five) may be transmitted occasionally and may subsequently establish infection. This result is in line with Keele *et al*.,[21](#psp412095-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} who report that only very few founder viruses establish infection. Overall, our results indicate that viral exposure is stronger during homosexual than during heterosexual intercourse (compare blue and orange bars in **Figure** [2](#psp412095-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **b**).

Concentration vs. risk reduction in wildtype and mutant viruses {#psp412095-sec-0013}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The MMOA model allows assessing the inhibition of target cell infection *η* by different NRTIs. We used this information as part of our modeling pipeline (see Methods and **Supplementary Note 3**) to assess the concentration--response (percentage of systemic infections prevented *ψ*, Eq. [(3)](#psp412095-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for zidovudine (AZT), TDF, 3TC, FTC, stavudine (D4T), and abacavir (ABC). The profiles are shown in **Figure** [3](#psp412095-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} **a** and allow for the first assessment of the suitability of these drugs for repurposing as PrEP compounds. For further assessment, toxicity needs to be included. Note that the solid lines and the background shading in **Figure** [3](#psp412095-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} **a** show the expected efficacy and interquartile range at clinically relevant concentrations (see **Supplementary Note 3**). We predict that AZT can prevent 14--53% of infections at clinically relevant concentrations, followed by TDF (24--89%), D4T (55--95%), ABC (73--84%), 3TC (64--96%), and FTC (92--99%), with corresponding $\text{IC}_{50}$ values of 0.046, 0.1, 0.025, 0.15, 1.72, and 0.82 \[μM\] (NRTI‐TP concentrations with respect to preventing target‐cell infection following exposure with a single virion (*η*)). We further assessed the efficacy of TDF, FTC, and 3TC in preventing infection due to transmitted drug resistance.[29](#psp412095-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Resistance to FTC and 3TC is associated with the M184V mutation, whereas resistance to TDF is associated with the K65R mutation.[30](#psp412095-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#psp412095-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Note that inhibition of the mutant viruses can readily be assessed in the MMOA model (see **Supplementary Note 2**). Furthermore, the MMOA model allows to assess the fitness costs associated with these mutations. In line with *ex vivo* experiments,[32](#psp412095-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#psp412095-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} both the M184V and K65R mutant conferred a fitness disadvantage predicted by the MMOA model. ( $f(\text{mut}) =$ 63, 55 and 46% of the wildtype fitness for M184V, K65R, and the M184V/K65R double mutant). The predicted PrEP efficacy of TDF, FTC, and 3TC against wildtype (WT) and mutant viruses (M184V, K65R, and M184V/K65R) is shown in **Figure** [3](#psp412095-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} **b--d**. We assessed the percentage of infections prevented by prophylaxis after exposure to the mutant virus relative to the wildtype virus in the absence of drugs, i.e.: $$\left( {1 - {\int_{k = 0}^{\infty}P}(\text{VL} = k) \cdot \left( {\sum\limits_{n = 0}^{\infty}P}(V_{0} = n \middle| \text{VL} = k) \cdot \frac{\left. P_{S,\text{mut}}(\inf \middle| V_{0} = n) \right.}{\left. P_{\varnothing,\text{wt}}(\inf \middle| V_{0} = n) \right.} \right)} \right),$$where " $\text{mut}$" denotes the mutant virus (M184V, K65R or M184V/K65R) and " $\text{wt}$" denotes the wildtype virus. Thus, both the effect of the drugs, as well as inherent fitness costs, are simultaneously evaluated, allowing to assess whether PrEP fosters the transmission of resistant viruses (this is the case whenever mutant transmission is more effective; i.e., whenever the dashed line is below the solid line in **Figure** [3](#psp412095-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} **b--d**). The simulations show that the K65R mutation may decrease the PrEP efficacy of TDF, while the M184V‐containing virus is hyper‐susceptible to TDF. The M184V/K65R double mutant is almost as susceptible as the wildtype, but has a profound fitness deficit. In the case of FTC, both the M184V and K65R mutation, as well as the double mutant, diminish its PrEP efficacy from 92--99% (wildtype) to 72--92% (K65R) and 47--71% (M184V). In the case of 3TC, mutations K65R, M184V, and the double mutant gradually diminish its efficacy down to complete resistance (in case of the double mutant). At low drug concentrations, the fitness defect of the resistant viruses leads their reduced transmissibility (≈37--54% less likely to be transmitted than the wildtype in the absence of drugs).

![Target‐cell NRTI‐TP concentration vs. risk reduction in wildtype and mutant viruses (modules II‐IV) *ψ*. **a**: Mean efficacies (% infections prevented) following viral exposure during a single unprotected homosexual intercourse (Eq. 3) are illustrated by the dotted lines. Solid thick lines mark the risk reduction profile at clinically relevant ranges for the respective drugs (indicated ranges only provide a rough guidance as outlined in **Supplementary Note 3**). Shaded areas indicate the corresponding IQR of the efficacy estimate, taking variability in microscopic parameters (module II) and virus exposure (module IV, **Figure 2b**) into account. **b**--**d**: Mean efficacies *ψ* of TDF, FTC, and 3TC against the wildtype virus are highlighted by solid lines. Efficacies against mutant viruses combine both drug effects and inherent fitness defects of the mutants. The relative reduction in infection with the mutant virus in the presence of drug vs. the wildtype virus in the absence of drugs is evaluated (dashed line: M184V, dash‐dotted line: K65R, dotted line M184V/K65R double mutant), see section "Concentration vs. risk reduction in wildtype and mutant viruses" for details. Vertical black dashed lines indicate the clinically relevant drug concentrations range after chronic therapy.](PSP4-5-377-g003){#psp412095-fig-0003}

Efficacy shortly after PrEP initiation {#psp412095-sec-0014}
--------------------------------------

Next, we assessed the prophylactic efficacy of TDF, FTC and 3TC alone, or in combination, when initiated shortly before exposure ("on demand"), akin to the IPERGAY protocol.[23](#psp412095-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} In this protocol, individuals initiate PrEP up to 24 hours before viral exposure with a double‐dose and then take two more pills on days 1 and 2. Evaluated pill sizes were 200 mg (FTC) or 300 mg (3TC or TDF). Based on previously developed PK models,[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} we simulated the (population‐average) plasma and intracellular pharmacokinetics for TFV, FTC, and 3TC, respectively TFV‐DP, FTC‐TP, and 3TC‐TP. As can be seen in **Figure** [4](#psp412095-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} **a--c**, intracellular concentrations (dashed lines) quickly increase to almost steady state levels for FTC‐TP and 3TC‐TP after ≈6--12 hours, but not for TFV‐DP, arguing that TFV‐DP may not reach protective levels when applied "on demand." For an exposure occurring either 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, or 24 hours after PrEP initiation, **Figure** [4](#psp412095-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} **d--f** shows the prophylactic efficacy *ψ* of the different drugs used in isolation. All tested drugs are more efficiently preventing infection, if the viral challenge occurs late with respect to PrEP initiation. Emtricitabine seems to be most efficacious, preventing 73--90% of potential infections, followed by 3TC (55--71%). Tenofovir seems to poorly prevent infection when taken "on demand," only preventing 15--40% of potential infections after virus exposure. The latter corroborates the hypothesis that protective TFV‐DP levels may build up too slowly in the intracellular compartment to provide sufficient protection.[34](#psp412095-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} The efficacy of the combination 3TC+TDF was 59--77%, whereas the efficacy of the combination FTC+TDF mirrored the efficacy profile of FTC alone (74--92%, see **Figure** [4](#psp412095-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} **g**). The observed clinical trial efficacy estimate for FTC+TDF in IPERGAY was 86%.[23](#psp412095-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Technical details of the drug combination model are elaborated in **Supplementary Note 2**.

![Efficacy *ψ* of PrEP "on demand" against infection following unprotected homosexual intercourse within 24hours after PrEP initiation (modules I‐IV). **a**--**c**: Pharmacokinetic profiles during PrEP "on demand" for the circulating NRTI prodrug (solid lines) and the intracellular, active NRTI‐TP moiety (dashed lines). FTC oral dose was 400 mg at 0 hours, followed by 200 mg at 24 and 48 hours (**a**), while TDF or 3TC dosage was 600 mg at 0 hours, followed by 300 mg at 24 and 48 hours, respectively. **d**--**e**: Infections averted for PrEP "on demand" when viral challenge occurred either 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, or 24 hours after PrEP initiation with either FTC (**d**), TDF (**e**), or 3TC (**f**). Solid lines indicate the mean % infections averted (see Eq. 3), while shaded areas indicate interquartile ranges of this estimate, taking variability in microscopic parameters (module II) and virus exposure during homosexual intercourse (module IV, **Figure 2b**) into account. **g,h**: Infections averted for combinations of TDF+FTC (**g**) and TDF+3TC (**h**), taken "on demand" (double doses at day 0, followed by single doses at days 1, 2). Combination predictions assumed that no significant pharmacokinetic interactions occur, pharmacodynamic interactions were modeled as outlined in **Supplementary Note 2**.](PSP4-5-377-g004){#psp412095-fig-0004}

Efficacy after PrEP discontinuation {#psp412095-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------

The prophylactic efficacy of TDF, FTC, and 3TC, alone or in combination, during chronic PrEP and after its discontinuation is assessed in **Figure** [5](#psp412095-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} **a--e**, based on (population‐average) pharmacokinetics after oral administration of 200 mg FTC or 300 mg TDF or 300 mg 3TC daily, or combinations thereof. Daily administration of FTC, TDF, and 3TC for 30 days prior to viral exposure lead to a prophylactic efficacy *ψ* of ≈95, 74, and 75%, respectively. After discontinuation, FTC, TDF, and 3TC remain $\geq 50\%$ effective for about 7, 10, and 2 days, respectively, with the PrEP efficacy of 3TC declining most rapidly. The combination FTC+TDF and 3TC+TDF prevent ≈96% and 87% of infections, respectively, after 30 days of daily administration. Corresponding observed clinical trial estimates for high‐level adherence FTC+TDF PrEP are $\omega_{T} = 86 - 100\%$ [35](#psp412095-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} and $58 - 96\%$.[24](#psp412095-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} We predict that both combinations remain $\geq 50\%$ effective for about 10 days after discontinuation. **Figure** [5](#psp412095-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} **f,g** shows the efficacy of the combination, with the efficacy of the single drugs superimposed (note that the combinatorial effects are not independent, **Supplementary Note 2**). The graphic indicates that tenofovir preserves the prophylactic efficacy after discontinuation of the combination and thus makes the regimen robust to poor adherence.

![Risk reduction profile *ψ* for an unprotected homosexual intercourse occurring within 30 days of PrEP or after its discontinuation (modules I‐IV). **a**--**e**: Mean risk reduction profiles (see Eq. 3) when either oral doses of 200 mg FTC (**a**), 300 mg TDF (**b**), 300 mg 3TC (**c**), 300 mg TDF+200 mg FTC (**d**), 300 mg TDF+300 mg 3TC (**e**) were administered daily for 30 days and discontinued thereafter are illustrated by solid lines. Shaded areas indicate interquartile ranges of this estimate, taking variability in microscopic parameters (module II) and virus exposure during homosexual intercourse (module IV, **Figure 2b**) into account. **f**: The mean risk reduction profile for the combination 300 mg TDF + 200 mg FTC (violet solid line) is shown together with the mean risk reduction profiles for the single drugs FTC (green) and TDF (red). **g**: The mean risk reduction profile for the combination 300 mg TDF + 300 mg 3TC (orange solid line) is shown together with the mean risk reduction profiles for the single drugs 3TC (blue) and TDF (red). Combination predictions assumed that no significant pharmacokinetic interactions occur, pharmacodynamic interactions were modeled as outlined in **Supplementary Note 2**.](PSP4-5-377-g005){#psp412095-fig-0005}

Long‐term efficacy (against repeated virus challenges) {#psp412095-sec-0016}
------------------------------------------------------

**Table** [1](#psp412095-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} depicts the results of a simulated clinical trial with untreated/placebo and PrEP‐treated arms in men who have sex with men (MSM) for different levels of risk compensation and follow‐up durations (*T* = 6, 12, 18, 24, and 36 months). The infection probability per unprotected sex act with an uninfected individual ${\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)$ was fixed to 3%.[36](#psp412095-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#psp412095-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} We considered the PrEP strategy to prevent infections per challenge with probability $\psi =$70, 80, and 90%, respectively. For each efficacy, 0, 10, and 20% risk compensation (additional percentage of risky sex acts in the treated arm compared to the untreated/placebo arm) were assessed. The number of risky sex act per month and individual $N_{\varnothing}$ was set to 1.19, based on a reported value of seven risky acts[38](#psp412095-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} and assuming a prevalence of ≈17% in MSM.[39](#psp412095-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} For all cases, the clinical trial estimated efficacy *ω~T~* is lower than the PrEP efficacy per challenge *ψ* and it decreases with increasing follow‐up time. The decrease is more pronounced when the PrEP efficacy per challenge *ψ* is low. At 36 months of follow‐up, without risk compensation, the clinical trial efficacy estimate *ω~T~* underestimated the actual PrEP efficacy per challenge *ψ* by 14, 11, and 7%, respectively, for *ψ* = 70, 80, and 90%. This underestimation becomes even more pronounced when risk compensation occurs.

###### 

Bias of clinical‐trial efficacy estimates $\omega_{\mathbf{T}}$ through risk compensation and follow‐up duration

  Follow‐up durations in months *T*   Trial‐based PrEP efficacy estimates $\omega_{\mathbf{T}}$                                                           
  ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  6                                   68.01                                                       64.93   61.86   78.48   76.38   74.28   89.14   88.06   86.99
  12                                  65.66                                                       62.46   59.30   76.65   74.42   72.21   88.09   86.93   85.77
  18                                  63.26                                                       59.96   56.73   74.76   72.41   70.09   86.99   85.73   84.49
  24                                  60.83                                                       57.44   54.14   72.82   70.35   67.92   85.84   84.49   83.15
  36                                  55.93                                                       52.39   48.99   68.81   66.11   63.48   83.42   81.88   80.36

Trial‐based PrEP efficacy estimates $\omega_{\mathbf{T}}$ (after repeated viral challenges) for different levels of risk compensation (reported as $100 \cdot \left( {\left( {N_{S} - N}_{\varnothing} \right)/N_{\varnothing}} \right)$ and trial durations *T* were estimated using Eq. [(5)](#psp412095-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} (with verifications provided in **Supplementary Note 5**). The number of unprotected sex acts per month with an infected individual $N_{\varnothing}$ in the untreated arm was set to 1.19. The infection risk per coitus $\overline{P}\left( inf \right)$ was set to 3% and the prophylactic efficacy *per coitus ψ* was set to 70, 80, and 90%, respectively.

Taken together, our simulations point to a profound limitation in estimating and comparing PrEP efficacy from incidence rates in clinical trials (as currently done): On the one hand, a clinical trial has to be long enough to provide a statistically reasonable estimate of the incidence rate (a considerable number of individuals have to become infected). On the other hand, the longer the trial, the more confounded will the efficacy estimate *ω~T~* be in relation to the actual PrEP efficacy *ψ* (see **Table** [1](#psp412095-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). For this reason we provide the following formula, allowing to convert clinical efficacy estimates *ω~T~* into unbiased PrEP efficacies per challenge *ψ*, which can be compared between different studies (see **Supplementary Note 5**). $$(1 - \psi) = \frac{1 - \sqrt[{T \cdot N_{S}}]{{({1 - {\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)})}^{N_{\varnothing} \cdot T} + \omega_{T} - \omega_{T} \cdot {({1 - {\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)})}^{N_{\varnothing} \cdot T}}}{{\overline{P}}_{\varnothing}(\inf)},$$where the subscript *S*, $\varnothing$ denote the PrEP and untreated/placebo arms, respectively.

DISCUSSION {#psp412095-sec-0017}
==========

In this work, we presented a modular multiscale systems pharmacology modeling pipeline that can be assembled in a building block manner to assess the PrEP efficacy of NRTIs at various levels, ranging from target process inhibition *ε*, inhibition of target‐cell infection *η*, and systemic infection *ψ,* and finally long‐term efficacy after multiple viral challenges *ω~T~*. The model allows a flexible integration of processes occurring on different scales: We integrated the microscale interaction between intracellularly active NRTI‐TPs with RT‐mediated viral DNA polymerization, with meso‐, macro‐, and population‐scale processes, such as the pharmacokinetics, replication dynamics, viral transfer, up to the long‐term infection probability after repeated virus exposure, akin to a clinical trial.

Module I (pharmacokinetics) is obviously drug‐specific. We utilized previously developed models[17](#psp412095-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} for 3TC, FTC, and TDF. The module was used to assess the efficacy *ψ* of PrEP "on demand" and after its discontinuation (see Figures [4](#psp412095-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#psp412095-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). We observed that TFV‐DP accumulation may be too slow for PrEP "on demand," in agreement with Ref. [40](#psp412095-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, who put forward similar concerns. Our analysis also showed, in contrast to dominating views, that FTC is more effective than TDF for PrEP, owing to the fact that higher concentrations may be achieved in target cells and that effective concentrations build up faster than for TDF. On the other hand, TDF seems to be less susceptible to imperfect adherence owing to its long terminal half‐life.[18](#psp412095-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, FTC\'s efficacy is more profoundly reduced by drug‐resistant strains.[29](#psp412095-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} The latter highlights the complementary roles of the two drugs. The Partner PrEP study[41](#psp412095-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} compared the efficacy of TDF alone vs. TDF+FTC, which is partly motivated by cost‐effectiveness considerations. As previously mentioned, our analysis discourages the use of TDF alone for PrEP. In addition, we showed that the drug combination 3TC+TDF may be a cost‐effective alternative to TDF+FTC.

In a previous study[42](#psp412095-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#psp412095-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} PrEP efficacy was analyzed in a TDF+FTC combination and an $\text{EC}_{90} = 16$ fmol/10^6^cells (≈ 0.09 μM) for TFV‐DP was estimated ( $\text{EC}_{50} \approx 0.01\mu$M). This estimate, however, discarded the role of FTC‐TP in the analyzed PrEP combination. In the light of FTC\'s efficacy (see Figures [3](#psp412095-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#psp412095-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#psp412095-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}) the previous estimate may vastly underpredict TFV‐DP\'s actual $\text{EC}_{90}$. We predicted actual single‐drug potencies ( $\text{IC}_{50}$s) of 0.1 and 0.82 μM for TFV‐DP and FTC‐TP, respectively.

Module II (molecular mechanism of effect) allows to translate *in vitro* measurable microparameters into measures of *ex vivo* efficacy (prevention of target cell infection *η*). The model is applicable to all currently approved NRTIs and furthermore allows studying drug efficacy against mutant viruses and mutation‐associated fitness deficits. The latter is particularly useful, since it is unethical to test PrEP in individuals exposed to drug‐resistant viruses. Furthermore, coupled to modules III--V and embedded into epidemiologic models, this allows studying the effect of PrEP on drug resistance spread. We used module II in conjunction with modules III--IV to benchmark the PrEP suitability of various NRTIs. Similar approaches may be used to benchmark PrEP compounds currently under development,[4](#psp412095-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#psp412095-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} i.e., nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTI) or integrase inhibitors, or approved drugs for repurposing, with NNRTIs possibly being cost‐effective alternatives. Obviously, toxicity endpoints have to be included. Note that the MMOA model can in principle predict inhibition of mitochondrial polymerase‐*γ*, which is frequently associated with toxicity after NRTI administration.[45](#psp412095-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} However, since uptake and anabolism of NRTI is cell‐type‐specific, NRTI‐TP concentrations need to be determined in toxicity‐relevant compartments.[46](#psp412095-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

Motivated by the fact that NRTIs are competitive inhibitors,[14](#psp412095-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} a recent work[11](#psp412095-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} aimed to predict PrEP efficacy solely from the relation of intracellular active TDF and FTC moieties vs. endogenous nucleotide concentrations dNTP in different tissue homogenates. Because they found higher TFV‐DP:dATP ratios in rectal vs. female genital tissue homogenates, they concluded that TDF is more effective in males. The inverse relation was observed for FTC, which was taken as evidence for higher efficacy in females. However, serious drawbacks of this work are the use of tissue homogenates, which may not represent HIV‐1 target cells (more below) and the application of an incomplete and incorrect translational model: The assumption therein[11](#psp412095-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} is that the ratio of NRTI‐TP vs. dNTP determines its effect and may thus explain different PrEP efficacy observed in males and females in clinical trials. This translation of a molecular marker to clinical efficacy lacks substantiation, given that a mechanistic model that assesses the potency at each step from its molecular effect to its clinical efficacy is missing. Moreover, it is evidently wrong at the molecular level: Cottrell *et al*.\'s interpretation would permit that two different active agent concentrations \[NRTI‐TP\]~1~ and \[NRTI‐TP\]~2~ exert the same effect as long as the ratio NRTI‐TP:dNTP remains fixed. This assumption is incorrect and misleading, since the interactions of NRTIs and dNTPs with the RT‐mediated polymerization process are inherently nonlinear and saturable. We strongly recommend the use of an MMOA model instead (i.e., module II) to capture all involved processes and to translate the considerations mechanistically into clinical effects. In a previous work[15](#psp412095-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} (the basis of module II), we derived a simple formula, which allows to roughly assess how the efficacy of NRTI‐TPs against reverse transcription changes with dNTP concentrations $${\overset{\sim}{\text{IC}}}_{50} \approx \frac{r_{\text{exc}}}{k_{\text{term}} + r_{\text{exc}}} \cdot K_{D,I}\left( {1 + \frac{\lbrack\text{dNTP}\rbrack}{K_{D,\text{dNTP}}}} \right).$$where $r_{\text{exc}}$ denotes the (potentially cell‐specific) rate of NRTI excision, $K_{D,I}$ and $K_{D,\text{dNTP}}$ denote the dissociation constants of the inhibitor and the competing endogenous substrate to their target, respectively, and $k_{\text{term}}$ denotes the incorporation/polymerization constant for the considered NRTI‐TP. When substituting realistic dNTP concentrations from HIV‐1 target cells[47](#psp412095-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} and $K_{D,\text{dNTP}}$ values from **Table SN2.1** (**Supplementary Note 2**), one can easily see that the ratio $\frac{\lbrack\text{dNTP}\rbrack}{K_{D,\text{dNTP}}} \ll 1$ for deoxycytosine‐triphosphate (dCTP). Thus, FTC efficacy is not increased by decreasing dCTP concentrations, in contrast to Cottrell *et al*.\'s interpretations.[11](#psp412095-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} For TDF, decreasing deoxyadenosine‐triphosphate (dATP) concentrations may increase its potency up to two‐fold. However, differences may also arise through cell‐dependent rates of excision (different amounts of excision substrates: ATP, PPi), or cell‐dependent differences in NRTI‐TP concentrations, all of which warrant further investigation once the cellular compartments responsible for the early steps of infection for the various routes of transmission are identified. Besides these molecular factors, different clinical PrEP outcomes in the group of women and men can arise through the magnitude of virus exposure after contact (inoculum size; compare **Figure** [2](#psp412095-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} **b**) or through differences in adherence, trial duration, and risk compensation (compare Eq. [(7)](#psp412095-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Note that the interplay between these putative factors can be assessed within the presented framework once the corresponding data are available.

Module III allows computing infection probabilities and drug efficacies *ψ* following viral exposure and is based on a validated model of the viral replication cycle.[25](#psp412095-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} The module assumes a "boom or bust" process (see **Supplementary Note 3**), where successful completion of the first viral replication cycle approximates the probability of infection. The latter assumption is violated whenever subsequent replication cycles cannot be neglected. Examples include prophylaxis with protease inhibitors, which reduce the number of viral progeny *after* one replication cycle. Furthermore, if very large inoculum sizes (\>1,000 viruses) coincide with the application of highly efficient prophylaxis (\>99%), the model assumptions may be violated.

Module IV, which estimates from the transmitter\'s viral load the distribution of viruses entering a target‐cell compartment, is obviously not drug‐specific. A noteworthy feature is that the stochastic nature of HIV‐1 transmission is explicitly taken into account. To our knowledge there is currently no model making this connection and thus there is currently no model linking TasP in the transmitter population with PrEP in the exposed population at risk. To this end, the model is readily integrable into epidemiological models.

We generally assumed, akin to other studies,[42](#psp412095-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} that the concentrations of NRTI‐TP in peripheral mononuclear blood cells (PBMC) serve as a good surrogate measurement for HIV target cells after different modes of transmission. While some authors state concentrations of NRTI‐TP in rectal/mucosal cell homogenates,[48](#psp412095-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} these samples usually contain a large fraction of HIV insusceptible cells over which the concentrations are averaged, in contrast to PBMC consisting mainly of HIV‐1 susceptible cells.[49](#psp412095-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} It is important to acknowledge that NRTI‐TP concentrations are likely different in different cell types, since they are taken up by active transport and require intracellular phosphorylation. Due to experimental difficulties, only few studies have extracted actual target cells (CD4 ${}^{+}$) from relevant anatomic sites and subsequently measured NRTI‐TP concentrations. These studies[40](#psp412095-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} indicate that PBMC cells, CD4 ${}^{+}$ cells from relevant anatomical sites and from the peripheral blood contain similar concentrations of NRTI‐TP after oral administration, arguing that the use of the PBMC surrogate measurement is justifiable. However, more research is needed to quantify NRTI‐TP concentrations in target cells derived from anatomical target sites. Note also that NRTI‐TP measurements may depend on the sampling design and sample processing,[50](#psp412095-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} strongly arguing for standardization in NRTI‐TP quantification.

The success of PrEP with TDF+FTC has delivered a proof of concept and motivated the exploration of other PrEP candidates.[4](#psp412095-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Suitable PrEP compounds require an excellent safety profile, efficaciousness, and cost‐effectiveness. Moreover, they should not contribute to the spread of drug resistance and be robust to imperfect adherence. The latter point is currently addressed by the development of long‐acting injectable compounds and PrEP "on demand." The presented modular system pharmacology pipeline is a useful tool to screen and optimize suitable PrEP candidates and PrEP strategies by integrating the diverse scales which determine PrEP efficacy.
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